CREATING LEADERS WHO CHANGE THEIR COUNTRY IN MEANINGFUL AND POSITIVE WAYS.
CREATIVE - INNOVATIVE - PROBLEM SOLVER

NETWORKER - DOT CONNECTOR - COMMUNICATOR –

COMPETITIVE - OPPORTUNITY DRIVEN – PASSIONATE

CALCULATED RISK TAKER
REAL

- AUTHENTIC
- MEANINGFUL
- CONTEXTUAL
- SOMETIMES FAILS
PROJECT-BASED

- SOME LONG
- SOME SHORT
- GROUPS AND INDIVIDUAL
- MIXED SKILLS/SUBJECTS
- ALL INVOLVE MENTORS
- REAL PRODUCTS
- STUDENT AND STAFF INITIATIVES
- FAILURE
EXPERIENTIAL

- EXPERIENCE LEADS TO DEEPER LEARNING
- WORLD AS A CLASSROOM – REAL AND VIRTUAL
OPPORTUNITY

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES
STAFFING

• STAFFING
  • EVERYONE
    • INTERNS, VOLUNTEERS,
    • DIGITAL, ON SITE, OFF SITE
    • MOST APPROPRIATE TO LEARNING
“YOU HAVE TO DO BOLD TO GET BOLD”